The repeatability of cerebral autoregulation assessment using sinusoidal lower body negative pressure.
A forced periodic variation in blood pressure produces a similar variation in cerebral blood velocity. The amplitudes and phases of the pressure and velocity waveforms are indicative of the dynamic response of the cerebral autoregulation. The phase of the velocity leads the pressure; the greater the phase difference the faster the autoregulation response. Various techniques have been employed to oscillate arterial blood pressure but measurement reproducibility has been poor. The purpose of this study was to assess the reproducibility of phase measurements when sinusoidal lower body negative pressure is used to vary blood pressure. Five healthy volunteers were assessed at two vacuum levels on each of eight visits. For each measurement a 12 s sinusoidal cycle was maintained for 5 min. The Fourier components of blood pressure and the middle cerebral artery velocity were determined at the oscillation frequency. The phase of velocity consistently led the pressure. The mean phase difference was 42+/-13 degrees for the stronger vacuum and 36+/-42 degrees for the weaker vacuum. The variation given is the within-subjects standard deviation estimated from a one-way analysis of variance. Sinusoidal lower body negative pressure is a useful stimulus for investigating autoregulation; it has advantages over other methods. High vacuums show good reproducibility but are too uncomfortable for patient use.